**COACH KELLI**

Coach Kelli is one of the most exciting coaches you will ever meet. Her enthusiasm for the sport is magnetic and she shares this with every class she teaches. Kelli comes to Meadowood with tons of experience. She has a degree in fitness, is a former gymnast, and has been a gymnastics coach for many years. The wonderful thing about Kelli is that she claims to be a “kid at heart” and enjoys playing and being goofy with the kids. She thinks kids should soak up the fun of being a kid! In addition, Kelli’s positive energy rubs off on our coaching staff. Her talents have helped our coaches grow and her positive influences have raised the quality and leadership skills of our team. We couldn’t be happier to have her here with us!

**COACH DEVANIE**

The ultimate encourager, Devanie shows gymnasts how to be dedicated to the sport. She previously has competed in gymnastics and was a cheerleader. With this experience and passion, Devanie is a true leader, mentor, and friend to the gymnasts. She is a natural coach and really excels at this role. She is always bringing new and fun ideas to her classes. She puts her heart and soul into her work and we are so proud to have her on our coaching team!
**COACH FIONA**

A powerhouse gymnast since age 4, Fiona is a Varsity Cheerleader at Eaglecrest High School. She has been coaching since she was 14 years old and is excited about our upcoming private lessons. Fiona is one of the most hard working and passionate coaches you will ever meet. She thoroughly enjoys coaching and sharing her experiences with the gymnasts “that will come to love the sport,” as much as her. We are proud she is part of our team!

**COACH KARLA**

Karla loves working where her passion is; Gymnastics! She has been involved in the sport since she was 3 years old. Currently, Karla contributes to our program through class management and curriculum planning. While she believes in safety first, she feels that it’s important for kids to just “be kids.” We are so grateful to have Karla’s gifts and talents to share with our Meadowood team.
**COACH SIERRA M.**

Sierra is a high school honor student who also loves working with kids. She is a motivated coach with a strong work ethic. She enjoys helping gymnasts become disciplined and focused. Sierra is great at concentrating on the individuality of each child and seeing where they are at and where to push them. Sierra loves “hanging out with kids” and helping them learn things in their own way. She has previously been in gymnastics and is currently involved in her high school swim team. A true, competitive athlete at heart, she leads by example.

**COACH SELEENA**

Coach Seleena is a wonderful part of our Meadowood Gymnastics Team. She is quick to engage the kids, and she loves coaching and helping the gymnasts learn new skills. Her leadership helps give confidence and determination to the gymnasts, which is vital for their success. Her resolution to learn and grow with the program is amazing and she has picked up so much from her trainings and on the job experience. We love all the amazing ideas she contributes and are so happy she is part of our team.
COACH SHANEE

Brand new to Colorado from Florida, Shanee was a gymnast for many years and taught at competitive gyms in Pensacola & Miami for 5 years. Having been a competitive cheerleader for many years as well, she even tried out for the NFL cheerleading team - The New Orleans Saints. She brings so many tricks of the trade to our team! From helping kids learn gymnastics skills to fun and exciting Birthday Party games, she is full of endless ideas. Even the most hesitant gymnasts respond great to Shanee! She is excited about coaching with our recreational gymnastics program and we are so proud she is part of our team!

COACH SHANNON

Coach Shannon is a former gymnast and has previously worked in childcare. She has a little girl and adores children of all ages. She is fun and sweet and enjoys teaching the gymnasts new skills. She has creative ideas that add so much to each class and the gymnasts love her eagerness to teach. Meadowood Gymnastics is excited to have Shannon with us and hope you get a chance to meet her in one of your classes!
Coach Genesis

Genesis is one of the sweetest coaches you will ever meet. She is always kind and gentle with the kids. She has so many great ideas all based on years of experience. She is currently still in competitive gymnastics and her passion is contagious to everyone around her. We are so happy she is part of our team!

Coach Grace T.

Grace is a high-school student who has been involved in gymnastics for 12 years. She has competed and enjoyed the sport for many years. Grace is a coach that likes to share her enthusiasm for the sport through instruction and encouragement. She loves working alongside the kids helping them achieve new skills and finding success when they persevere. We are very happy to have Grace with us and hope you get a chance to meet her soon!
Coach Amber

Amber has been coaching gymnastics since she was 13 and starting competing at age 5. She brings patience, education, and discipline to the gymnastics floor. She loves working with all ages, but her specialty is helping older girls develop new skills so that they can move into competitive programs.

Coach Daijah

Daijah is a bright nursing student who has joined Meadowood Gymnastics to help coach our little gymnasts. She loves working with kids and wants to make learning gymnastics fun and exciting. Her ideas and contributions are so positive and we enjoy being able to grow our team with her talents. We hope you get a chance to meet her and see for yourself what an amazing coach she is.
Coach Ashley

Ashley is an experienced gymnast and cheerleader with a combined 6 years of experience. Her experience in both sports gives her the ability to share her passion with others. She cares about the kids she coaches and is always instilling good values through her leadership. Ashley is looking forward to many more classes with the gymnasts and we are proud to have Ashley coaching with us. We hope you will enjoy her as much as we do!

Coach Justine

Having been here from the start of our brand new program, Justine is an accomplished veteran coach dedicated to our success at Meadowood Gymnastics. She believes a great coach-gymnast relationship is vital to the success of our program. She gives positive reinforcement and is successful in motivating even the smallest gymnast. She plays an important part on our team and we love having her!
Coach Emma

Emma is a veteran gymnast who is skilled in coaching the fundamentals of gymnastics. She excels at helping kids gain understanding, dedication, and excitement for the sport. Emma is self-disciplined, motivated and hard-working. She is adept at helping kids get over any mental blocks or fears they may have. She wants kids to know that they “can be and do so much more than they think they can!” We are so glad she is part of our coaching team.

Coach Eiman

Eiman is a new high-school graduate who is pursuing college this fall. She is also a Certified Nursing Assistant. As one of our coaches, she has a passion for gymnastics and loves being around kids. She loves leading out in classes and teaching the gymnasts fun new skills. We hope you get a chance to meet Eiman and see how much she loves gymnastics.
Coach Grace is a former gymnast and loves coaching at Meadowood. She enjoys being around the kids and gets excited teaching them new skills. She believes in being consistent with the children so that they know what to expect. She knows that kids feel safe when they understand what’s going on. Grace is a great encourager and her ultimate goal for the kids is that they are having fun and being safe. We hope you get to meet Grace in one of your classes soon, because we know you will enjoy her as much as we do.

Coach Kendall

One of our spectacular, awesome, fun, and exciting summer and vacation coaches, Kendall is a SUPERSTAR! She attends CSU in Fort Collins, but always comes home to Meadowood with a sunbeam smile on her face. Kendall was a competitive gymnast for many years in recreation as well as USAG. She loves being able to help gymnasts achieve specific skills and gets so excited with any progress they achieve. We love having Kendall on our team and we are thankful she comes back to us every summer and break from college!
Christina Richardson has joined Meadowood Recreation Center as our Administrative Gymnastics Lead. With a past experience in coaching Acro-Sports, Gymnastics, and Cheerleading, she is excited to grow this new program with us. At the age of 8, Christina was performing in exhibition Acro-Sports. She traveled around and performed from age 8 to 19 while starting her coaching career at age 16. She coached throughout high-school and college and when she moved to Denver she coached at DU, CGI, and for Alpine All-Stars Cheerleading and Tumbling (now known as Cheer Central Cheer Leading). In addition, Christina’s previous marketing experience and years in college have brought her the skills and qualifications needed to perform her administration duties here with us. We think she is a great fit for our gymnastics program! We hope you get a chance to meet her because she will definitely make you feel like you belong here with us.

Jen is our Assistant Program Manager. Previously Jen has been a Preschool Teacher and held Ancillary Positions in Elementary Education. She was involved competitively in gymnastics and has worked in the field of gymnastics for a combined 10 years. Jen is a perfect fit for the Meadowood Gymnastics program. Since her arrival, Meadowood Gymnastics has grown from 22 classes to 42 classes in one year. Her love of children is reflected in how passionate she is in the details of the gymnastics program. From the curriculum to the small class ratios, Jen makes sure her program is set apart from any other program of its kind. She tirelessly leads this program continually upward with her improvements and program expansions. Jen has made a huge impact here at Meadowood and we certainly value her leading contributions to this program.